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Abstract
Lowell and Calder (2022) have produced a two-stage automated method for identifying bathymetric soundings (“Bathy”) in 500m-by-500m “tiles” of airborne LiDAR data that requires a minimum of human interaction. The first-stage applies the completely automated CHRT algorithm (Calder and Rice 2017) that is widely used operationally for sonar data to an individual tile. The second stage uses machine learning (ML) to cluster CHRT results for the tile and applies a rule-based decision tree to the clusters to determine the depth range of Bathy soundings. This depth range is used to identify individual Bathy soundings. Of note is that this “CHRT-ML” process is completely unsupervised meaning that it does not necessitate an initial training set with individual soundings having been identified as Bathy or NotBathy.

Global agreement with Bathy soundings extracted by National Atmospheric and Oceanic Administration (NOAA) procedures that require considerably more human effort was generally above 80% for 123 tiles in the Florida Keys. Moreover, the false negative rate (i.e., percent of NOAA Bathy soundings identified as NotBathy by CHRT-ML) was generally below 5%. Accuracy rates were further examined by tile “type” – e.g., tiles covered by substantial amounts of coral reefs, tiles with depths approaching the limits of light penetration – and found to vary by tile type.

To further the goal of enabling operational use of CHRT-ML, the proof-of-concept code ML portion of CHRT-ML has been software-engineered to conform to current Python programming standards. Moreover, two accuracy (relative to NOAA Bathy/NotBathy sounding classifications) analyses are being conducted:

1. Spatially and statistically comparing bathymetric depth maps produced by NOAA and CHRT-ML at multiple spatial resolutions.
2. Examining accuracies relative to which of the rules in the CHRT-ML decision tree was applied to each tile to identify Bathy soundings.

The ultimate goal is to enable CHRT-ML to act as a first-pass classifier such as Figure 1. In addition to the CHRT-ML classification produced, accuracy estimates will be produced based on characterization of the uncertainty associated with each tile type/CHRT-ML rule combination.
Figure 1. Hypothetical processing flow of operational use of CHRT-ML to process airborne LiDAR point clouds for shallow-water bathymetry.
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